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Abstract
Knowledge sharing during unplanned face-to-face meetings between employees is indispensable for innovation-based organizations. Spatial design of office buildings has been proven to influence the number of meetings dyads have at work, but research on the behavior during such meetings remains scarce. This article analyzes how several spatial variables relate to employee behavior during such meetings (joint activities, location, intentionality, and issues addressed). A 1-week diary of 138 employees from one research organization provided data on 918 knowledge-sharing meetings. Analysis of the building layout showed that behavior is particularly different at a very local level within the building. Chi-square tests showed that inter-visibility and proximity are most strongly associated with where knowledge was shared, while sharing a room and overhearing related significantly to how knowledge was shared.
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When innovation is a high priority, organizations should stimulate brief informal interactions between employees (Heerwagen, Kampschroer, Powell, & Loftness, 2004). Wang and Wang (2012) showed that knowledge-sharing practices facilitate both innovation and firm performance. The knowledge shared during such interactions thus advances the innovation process (Allen & Henn, 2007; Nenonen, 2005). Corporate real estate (CRE) managers can play an important role in stimulating interactions between employees and thus supporting organizational innovation (Toker & Gray, 2008; Wineman, Kabo, & Davis, 2009). The same is true for the planners, designers, and office building managers who provide services to them. But to be able to do so, all these need to know exactly how the building and its workspaces relate to behavior that supports innovation like knowledge sharing (KS).

Spatial design has been shown to affect interactions between employees (Coradi, Heinzen, & Boutellier, 2015; Kabo, Hwang, Levenstein, & Owen-Smith, 2015). But innovation and knowledge management studies have typically measured aspects of spatial design with the distance between buildings on a campus or whether employees work in the same building (e.g., Kahn, 1996; Song, Berends, Van der Bij, & Weggeman, 2007). Work environment academics have measured spatial design in much more detail, but not often within the context of KS. Only recently, the relationship between spatial design and KS has gained more interest and in both fields more detailed studies have been published (e.g., Coradi et al., 2015; Kabo et al., 2015; Wineman, Hwang, Kabo, Owen-Smith, & Davis, 2014). Such studies have shown, for example, that visibility leads to more cross-functional interactions (Coradi et al., 2015) and shorter walking distances to more joint funding applications (Kabo et al., 2015). But this relationship needs to be studied further if we are to understand how to design workspaces inside a building to stimulate specific behavior.

So far, the focus remains largely on effects of spatial layout variables on frequency of interactions (e.g., Sailer & Penn, 2009; Spiliopoulou & Penn, 1999), but not on the content of these interactions. Such meetings could just as well be about how somebody likes his or her coffee. This is hardly proof that relevant knowledge was shared. Only a few studies have looked at relationships between spatial design and output variables that go beyond measuring mere frequency of interactions, like collaboration, different types of interactions, or awareness of others (e.g., Covi, Olson, & Rocco, 1998; Hua et al., 2011; Peponis et al., 2007). However, often such studies are a literature review or ask employees how they perceived the support. It is necessary to measure more precisely if and how KS took place, between whom, and whether it was affected by specific quantifiable variables of their spatial relationship.
As Kabo et al. (2015) pointed out, the dyad is “the most elemental level of analysis for understanding networks based on information sharing, collaboration, or teamwork” (p. 58). They also mention that dyads have received very little attention with regard to the effect of how they are situated in space on their joint behavior. Existing studies of dyads have shown, for example, that walking distances of more than 24 to 30 m discourage chance meetings (Allen, 1977) and that overlap of the zone of the building that employees move through increases joint applications for grants by academics (Kabo et al., 2015). These studies use sophisticated techniques to measure the spatial relationship of a dyad in AutoCAD drawings. Although some studies have addressed the link from spatial relationships to KS outcomes, few if any have addressed the intermediate (to outcomes) links between spatial relationships and detailed KS behavior. Their spatial measures focus on meeting the other when moving around in the building, but neglect how the mutual position of workspaces creates awareness of the other during the rest of the day (e.g., seeing or overhearing the other from behind their desk) and how this might relate to how and where dyads are able to share knowledge.

The purpose of the present study was to clarify how several detailed local and more global layout metrics are related to more detailed behavior during meetings (intentionality, the activities performed together, location of the meeting, and issues addressed). Data about KS behavior were collected through interaction-diaries of 138 employees from one large research-based organization. Data on the spatial relationship were collected with spatial network analysis of layout drawings. The significance of the differences between dyads was tested with χ² tests.

In the next section, we review the literature on KS behavior and use it to formulate hypotheses and explore possible relationships between KS and spatial design aspects. Next, the “Method” section describes how the data were gathered and which statistical techniques were used to test the hypotheses. After describing the data, the results are discussed in light of the hypotheses, followed by a discussion and future research directions.

**KS Behavior**

The two main streams within epistemology diverge on how knowledge can be transferred during meetings. Objectivists often treat knowledge as an entity that can be codified and then transferred easily. The practice-based perspective, which emerged over the past decade (Berends, Garud, Debackere, & Weggeman, 2011), stresses the embeddedness of knowledge in human activity. Following Polanyi (1966), many academics distinguish between explicit knowledge (information) and tacit knowledge (derived from
experience and including beliefs and values; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). The practice-based perspective supports that all knowledge is tacit to some extent. These knowledge components differ in how they affect innovation. Wang and Wang (2012) showed that explicit KS had more significant effects on innovation speed and tacit KS on innovation quality.

Tacit knowledge is shared best when supported by motions and gestures and thus through face-to-face meetings (Coradi et al., 2015). Studies often assume that the more meetings take place, the more knowledge is shared and thus KS output is primarily measured with the number of interactions (e.g., Toker & Gray, 2008). However, mere quantitative analysis of face-to-face meetings is insufficient as this does not take into consideration why and how knowledge is shared, or even if knowledge is shared at all. As Hua, Loftness, Heerwagen, and Powell (2011) stated, “For collaboration to succeed, rich interactions are important” (p. 808). To use the physical work environment to support KS behavior, more detailed behavioral measurements correlating to building design are required.

Berends (2003) examined the KS behavior of industrial researchers in detail (without relating this to the physical work environment) and identified five categories of KS moves during which knowledge is shared in a certain way:

- Giving descriptions (e.g., reporting about others or describing one’s own activities, knowledge, problems, findings, etc.);
- Performing actions (e.g., demonstrating, on the spot calculating, expressing observation);
- Asking questions;
- Making proposals (e.g., hypothesizing, suggesting solutions, warning, referring to literature);
- Evaluating (e.g., giving arguments, agreeing, rejecting, concluding).

These five categories of moves seem very suitable to use as metrics for underlying research. All are commonly used in daily activities and their definition should therefore be clear to all respondents. The specific moves can be used as operational definitions/examples for respondents. For more insight into what issues are addressed during meetings, it is also interesting to look at whether the knowledge shared concerned a shared or a single problem or perhaps was not problem oriented at all (Berends, 2005).

Besides the KS moves and issues addressed, the intentionality of a meeting is relevant too. The majority of KS meetings within organizations are spontaneous face-to-face encounters (Toker & Gray, 2008). Planned meetings are less likely to be a result of the physical work environment (Peponis
et al., 2007; Toker & Gray, 2008) as are unscheduled conversations. Brown (2008) distinguished between “Intentional unscheduled visits” (the initiator of the conversation walked up to someone) and conversations “Initiated after coincidental visual contact” (partners happened to see each other and started talking).

To support unplanned meetings, it is also important to know where these take place inside the building. The “serendipitous communication model” coined by Peponis et al. (2007) suggests that spaces and facilities supplementary to a personal workspace (coffee machines, hallways, drop down seats, etc.) are particularly important for increasing KS among employees. Many modern office designers are firm believers in this model and create places for the specific purpose of stimulating these incidental chats. Even employees are convinced that the distance between their workspace and such places is more important for spatial support of their collaboration than individual workspace aspects (Hua et al., 2011). However, it remains unclear whether the use of these types of spaces actually influences KS behavior. Studies of buildings for researchers (e.g., Peponis et al., 2007; Serrato & Wineman, 1999) showed that talking between employees primarily takes place near the workspace, instead of in hallways. Boutellier, Ullman, Schreiber, and Nael (2008) even found that office employees rarely used soft sitting areas specifically intended for communication. Therefore, the “flow model” coined by Peponis et al. (2007) seems more relevant, as it argues that people who rely on intercommunication must be located near each other (also known as propinquity theory). In the current study, the flow model formed the basis for the hypotheses formulated in the next section.

**Hypotheses for Placement of Dyads in a Building**

Often, studies that try to measure the effect of the physical work environment on organizational outcomes use a pre-post questionnaire or observation study to look at relocations changing which dyads are co-located in the same building (e.g., Blakstad, Hatling, & Bygdås, 2009; Kahn & McDonough, 1997; Sailer, Budgen, Lonsdale, Turner, & Penn, 2007). Although such longitudinal studies are interesting, they are also very context sensitive. The same employees have a certain number of meetings before and after being collocated with different colleagues. Organizational changes that are made concurrent with any regrouping decision make it hard to show a relationship with the physical work environment on its own (Bell & Anderson, 1998; Coradi et al., 2015). Also, the layout is not always quantified in measurable items (e.g., Hoegl & Proserpio, 2004), so a total work environment is judged without understanding how the change in behavior of specific employees was influenced by their
workspaces. Through a content analysis of work environment literature, five different variables were identified to study the placement of dyads in a building in more detail and form hypotheses with regard to their KS behavior. These variables are collocation (sharing a room), inter-visibility, overhearing, proximity (walking distance <30 m), and having their workspaces on the same floor. As per Rashid et al. (2005), the first three represent a local level (co-presence), whereas the other two represent a global level (position in the building).

Co-Presence

A possible relationship between co-presence and KS can be viewed in the light of the theory of cognitive apprenticeship, developed by Collins, Brown, and Newman (1989), which is typical for the practice-based perspective. Studies of the brain have shown that collocated people imitate each other (Goleman & Boyatzis, 2008), which is an important part of organizational learning (Covi et al., 1998). So, sharing a (project) room can be beneficial for collaboration (Blakstad et al., 2009; Heerwagen et al., 2004). It might make it easier to ask questions, perform actions together, and go through the repetitive team actions of evaluation and making suggestions. This brings us to the following hypothesis:

**Hypothesis 1 (H1):** Dyads sharing a room (collocation) show different KS behavior than the other dyads.

People who can see each other at their workstations, can collaborate, share tasks and ideas more easily, and provide assistance (Jassawalla & Sashittal, 1998). They are more aware of other people’s need for help (Nonaka & Konno, 1998; Sailer et al., 2007). This awareness might increase KS activities such as making suggestions, expressing observations, or referring to relevant knowledge sources. More visual contact also contributes to fewer distractions, by changing the timing of communication (Becker & Sims, 2001). These studies suggest that inter-visibility might change the behavior of a dyad.

**Hypothesis 2 (H2):** Dyads that can see each other’s workspaces (inter-visibility) show different KS behavior than the other dyads.

Open workspaces enhance face-to-face interaction through both seeing and overhearing (Rashid, Kampschroer, Wineman, & Zimring, 2006; Sailer et al., 2007). With the current large open office concepts, sharing a room or
seeing the other’s workspace does not necessarily mean that dyads are also within hearing distance. So this may be another relevant measure.

**Hypothesis 3 (H3):** Dyads sitting within hearing distance (overhearing) show different KS behavior than the other dyads.

**Position in the Building**

Not every employee can be within inter-visibility and hearing distance of all other employees in an organization. But as others (Allen, 1977; Wineman et al., 2009) have shown, people working in different rooms but within proximity of each other still meet more often than people whose rooms are further apart. Dyads with a lower walking distance might interact more, if they bump into each other when moving around in the vicinity of their workspace (going to a printer, restroom, etc.). During these chance encounters, KS activities such as giving descriptions and reporting about others could take place. The “forced” meetings that take place break down boundaries and force people from different communities to understand each other better (Ward & Holtham, 2000). Kahn and McDonough (1997) also found higher levels of achieving goals together and a shared vision as positive results. These studies suggest that walking distance might change the behavior of a dyad.

**Hypothesis 4 (H4):** Dyads with a lower walking distance between their workspaces (proximity) show different KS behavior than the other dyads.

People working on different floors of the same building meet less frequently than those working on the same floor (Spiliopoulou & Penn, 1999). But Spiliopoulou and Penn also state that this effect is a lot smaller than the effect of working in close vicinity versus at larger distance on the same floor. The effect becomes even smaller when the floors are bigger (Grajewski, 1992). Allen and Henn (2007) showed that beyond one’s own floor, the interaction declines dramatically and is almost equal to interaction with people from other buildings or locations. Only a strong functional relationship makes people interact between floors.

**Hypothesis 5 (H5):** Dyads with a workspace on the same floor show different KS behavior than the other dyads.

Now that the hypotheses are clear, it is important to examine how to quantify space in such a way that statistical testing is possible.
Method

To test the hypotheses in this study, detailed spatial data are necessary on employee dyads within a building and on their behavior.

Participants

The study site is one of the world’s leading providers of document management and printing for professionals. One building was chosen because the research and development employees of this organization in the Netherlands work there. It has two floors (Figure 1) with both large and small rooms, ranging from single-person rooms to open areas with up to 29 workspaces. Small lab areas without daylight were concentrated around the corridors, and a few large lab areas with less specific climate conditions were located in areas similar to the offices. This building accommodated 269 employees at that time. The 138 research and development employees (51% of the building population) who agreed to keep the diary during 1 week made 9,453 potential dyads for KS meetings. Ninety-six percent of the sample was male, aged between 19 and 60 years ($M = 41$, $SD = 0.10$) and was representative of the parent organization. They were spread out regularly over the entire building and the rooms. They also represented at least one third of each department in the organization and of each project that the organization was working on at that time. The online appendix to this article provides the number of employees working in the rooms that had participants. In 12, rooms there were fewer than 10 workspaces and in nine rooms there were 12 or more workspaces. Each of the managers had an enclosed workspace or room, but only one of the

Figure 1. Case building layout ground and first floor (Appel-Meulenbroek, 2010).
managers participated. Therefore most single-person rooms were not included in the study, and only 28% of the participants worked in rooms with fewer than 10 workspaces.

**Measures: Spatial Data**

It is relatively easy to gather spatial data for H1 (collocation), H2 (inter-visibility), and H5 (same floor). H3 (overhearing) and H4 (proximity) deal with distances that need to be measured between each dyad. This is a laborious process when not automated, as over a hundred employees creates the possibility for thousands of possible different dyads for which these distances need to be gathered. In the past decade, spatial network analysis techniques (some of which are called space syntax) have been applied to many different spatial urban environments and types of buildings to measure distances (and other quantitative characteristics of buildings). The distance “as the crow flies” can be used as an approximation in large settings (e.g., cities), but is unsuitable to study smaller spatial systems like a building (Sailer & McCulloh, 2012). Therefore, many building studies have quantified the office layout in a topological way to approximate distance (e.g., Peponis et al., 2007; Rashid et al., 2006; Toker & Gray, 2008; Wineman & Adhya, 2007; Wineman et al., 2009). But although Kabo et al. (2015) found that in office buildings the walking distance is highly correlated with the topological “turn distance,” it seems more accurate in a building with a mixture of large open areas and cellular offices to more closely approximate the actual walking distance. Therefore, following Hua, Loftness, Kraut, and Powell (2010), the distances in this article were computed using “graph metric” geometry, “which is the shortest distance between two points along an orthogonal path that passes inside the shape (floor plate)” (Hua et al., 2010, p. 433). Compared with the taxicab distance and “as the crow flies” distance, this is said to be closest to approximating circulation routes in buildings (Hua et al., 2010; Shpuza, 2006).

Such visual graph analysis (VGA) is based on isovists, which are defined by Benedikt (1979) as “the set of all points visible from a given vantage point in space and with respect to an environment” (p. 47). Isovists have been shown to capture how people experience their environment (e.g., spaciousness, complexity; Franz & Wiener, 2008). Turner, Doxa, O’Sullivan, and Penn (2001) used isovists placed on a regular grid, to derive a visibility graph, which they defined as a “graph of mutually visible locations in a spatial layout” (Turner et al., 2001, p. 104). Each grid point is called a node and if it is connected to another node a line (also called edge) can be drawn between those two nodes. Just as isovists describe single observation points, visibility
graphs describe the layout of the floor as a whole from the viewpoint of exposure (Franz, Von der Heyde, & Bülthoff, 2005). Many measures of visibility graphs have been used, but for this article we only used the graph to move through the layout like people are able to do in reality (so avoiding walls and other structural obstacles). Each node can be seen as a potential place for a person. Because all nodes that can see each other (and thus one can walk from this node straight to the other) are connected by lines when the visual graph is created, the VGA grid can then be used to approximate metric walking distances. This is a close approximation of the actual metric distance because it measures the distance between the center of the grid squares, but will move around obstacles in the drawing.

A valid distance for overhearing was necessary to test H3. Generally, the speech transmission index (STI) developed by Houtgast and Steeneken at TNO Netherlands (Steeneken, 1998) is used to measure hearing distance. The STI estimates the intelligibility of sounds. It varies between 0 and 1, and has to be 0.6 or higher for good or excellent sound intelligibility (Steeneken, 1998). The “paradox of verbal communication” in research buildings is that while on one hand privacy is needed for concentration, on the other hand, speech intelligibility helps collaboration. Most acoustics studies focus on speech privacy, while for this study the opposite is more relevant. Studies focusing on intelligibility mostly look at warning sounds (e.g., fire alarm). Besides distance between sound and receiver, other relevant aspects to determine intelligibility differ per office and conversation, like the background noise, speech level, and room acoustics (Wenmaekers, Van Hout, Hak, & Van Luxemburg, 2009). So, a specific optimal distance is not available. But studies of the optimal distance to achieve an STI of at least 0.6 (Keränen, Virjonen, & Hongisto, 2008; Wenmaekers et al., 2009) have identified a value for hearing distance between 5 and 10 m. Within this range, dyads can probably overhear each other when sitting at their workspace. The actual split for this variable within this range was therefore determined based on the data. For H4, the dyads were split into two groups at 30 m. This choice was based on findings from early and recent literature indicating this distance as a cutoff point for higher chances of meeting (e.g., Allen, 1977; Allen & Fustfeld, 1975; Sailer & Penn, 2009).

**Measures: Behavioral Data**

Many different methods exist to gather data on KS behavior. Studies on work environments generally study employees in their natural settings as they need to adjust to their surroundings before any influence becomes visible. As Tan (2003) demonstrated, a diary outperforms a questionnaire in the validity of
the data it provides on trips and activities undertaken. It cuts the time lag between the event happening and being recorded (Bolger, Davis, & Rafaeli, 2003). As many unplanned KS meetings are short, they are easily forgotten when filling in a questionnaire at some point of the day. Logging meetings in a diary throughout the day should capture more of these meetings. In addition, a diary can ask specific questions on each specific meeting. In this study, a diary was kept for a whole work week to capture the different types of meetings that might occur on different days of the week (like start-up meetings on Monday mornings). To minimize behavioral changes (Hawthorne effect), it was explained during the personal recruitment of participants and distribution of the diaries that the study focused on improving the building layout and not the behavior itself. We also explained that results would be kept confidential and individual behavior would not be reported to management.

Greenberg et al. (2005) stated three additional problems with diaries that should be considered, namely, memory (when is it completed), authorship (who filled it out), and mortality (how long a respondent was diligent). The diary created for this study was a printed booklet that was positioned on the desks of the participants, so that its visibility would prompt them to fill in their meetings during the day and not at the end of the day. To further deal with memory issues, the first author walked around in the building during the week that the diaries were kept, as a reminder to fill out the diary. It was regularly observed that participants were writing in their diary, reducing possible authorship problems. As participation was optional and the respondents were researchers themselves, it seemed very unlikely that they would delegate diary entry to someone else. From Tuesday through Thursday, we see no signs of data mortality as there is no decline in the number of meetings in the logbooks (see Table 2 in the online appendix). The percentage of participants that was present at work each day appeared to explain the higher number of meetings on Monday. However, the relatively low number of meetings on Friday compared with Tuesday might be due to mortality.

The first page of the diary asked for days present at work, name, and where the workspace is located. The rest of the diary contained identical pages to fill in data on two meetings per page. Only unplanned face-to-face meetings in which work-related issues came up had to be logged. For each meeting, respondents logged date, start time, duration, and conversation partners. This information was used to see if employees who met both filled in the same conversations. This made it possible to complete the database in the event where someone forgot to fill in a meeting while their counterpart did. Next, the diary asked for the KS behavior variables to test the hypotheses. To expedite time and effort, all questions were in the form of multiple choice. The initial questions regarded the five types of KS behavior, termed moves by
Berends (2003) as discussed earlier (descriptions, actions, questions, proposals, evaluations). Reference was made to the last page of the logbook that contained the specific moves of each category as examples to further clarify the meaning of each possible answer category. Next, the location within the building had to be entered where the meeting took place (whose workspace, which meeting area or project room, at a coffee machine, or in the hallway). Participants also had to fill in intentionality (choosing between intentional unscheduled visit and initiated after coincidental visual contact) and issues addressed (shared problem, problem of the respondent, problem of the other, or not problem oriented). To identify whether meetings were intentional or initiated on the spot, the diary also asked who initiated the meeting (the respondent or the other) as only the initiator knows whether the meeting was an intentional visit or not. Unplanned meetings with more than two people do not take place very often, but in these cases, the meeting was added to the total for each possible dyad among the participants in that meeting.

Procedure

In a pilot, the diary was tested for 1 week in a university building with 40 university employees, located on the same floor of one building, representing 59% of the population of this floor. In this week, they logged 251 unique meetings. Responses of the meeting participants on whether each KS move took place corresponded for at least 68% of the meetings. This suggested that the terms were clear enough for use in the diary, but that participants did not always agree about which activities they performed. It was decided to include the logbooks of both participants in the analyses if this would also be visible in the data from the study site. As the number of activities that participants disagreed on significantly correlated with the duration of the meeting, $r(232) = .328$, it was likely that part of the deviation between answers was due to memory issues when the meeting lasted longer. Because the activities were common words and we gave examples in the back of diary, it seemed more likely that this activity also took place and that one of them forgot to tick it, than that they disagreed on the meaning of the words used to describe the activity. Another, more general, check was done by comparing the duration of meetings in both diaries of each dyad in the pilot. The difference between the duration filled in was a mere 5 min or less for 89% of the meetings. This suggested that duration interpretation is something that people could do adequately. The test subjects all indicated that they had no major problems filling in the diary. Therefore, based on the results of the pilot, the diary format was not changed for the actual study site.
As the final data set again showed that approximately 40% of the meeting partners did not fully agree on the KS activities that took place, it was decided to indeed include the logbooks of both participants in the analyses. This doubled the number of cases in the database. In case meeting partners agreed, both lines in the database are identical, but if they did not, the lines contained their individual opinion on the meeting. To check for the influence of age (12 participants did not want to disclose their age), we examined the correlation with the different logbook variables. The only significant correlations that we observed were that older employees used fewer descriptions, \( r(126) = -.275 \), and proposals, \( r(126) = -.250 \), initiated fewer meetings after visual contact, \( r(126) = -.244 \), and had fewer meetings that were not problem oriented, \( r(126) = -.227 \). As all these correlations were low, age was not considered for further analyses. With the lack of variance in gender, this was not tested further. Although Criscuolo, Salter, and Ter Wal (2010) already showed that short distances in the office are not highly correlated with organizational proximity, we checked for our study data as well. The spatial location of the dyads was significantly correlated with the organizational structure (being on the same team, different team in the same department, different department), but the correlations were low. The highest correlations were seen for the dyads from the same team, which positively correlated with inter-visibility, \( r(9,453) = .229 \), and negatively with being located on different floors, \( r(9,453) = -.224 \). Therefore, organizational structure was also not considered to be an important confounder.

At the initial phase of the larger research project that this study was part of, the software program Depthmap (Version 7.12) developed by Turner (2001) was chosen to derive spatial data from the AutoCAD drawings because it could generate multiple and diverse measurements that were needed for the different phases of the entire research project. In the latest phase of the project (the current article looking at dyads), the use of Depthmap was maintained because it was able to generate the necessary graph metric distances as well (although this is not the core goal of this space syntax–based software program). To generate the graph metric distances between each dyad, the building layout was covered with a dense grid of 0.50 × 0.50 m to obtain an accurate approximation of circulation routes. The distance of 0.50 m was justified by Franz and Wiener (2008), as it is between the average human step length (0.6 m) and body width (0.45 m). Each square was assigned a reference number, which was used to identify the workspace of participating employees during the analyses. The floors were connected in Depthmap at the three staircases at each end and in the middle of the building, to be able to calculate walking distances between floors as well. Depthmap cannot deal
Table 1. Correlation Between Layout Variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spearman’s rho correlation</th>
<th>Collocated n = 9,453</th>
<th>Inter-visibility n = 9,453</th>
<th>Overhearing n = 570</th>
<th>Proximity n = 8,883</th>
<th>Same floor n = 9,453</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collocated</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.953**</td>
<td></td>
<td>.242**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-visibility</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>−.259**</td>
<td>−.368**</td>
<td>.230**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhearing</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−.368**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same floor</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Correlation is significant at the .01 level, two-tailed.

with the inter-floor distance (which was 2.70 m), so the distance crossed while changing floors is ignored (like being in an elevator).

Turner et al. (2001) distinguished between a visibility and permeability graph (= visibility graph at floor level, to include furniture and other obstacles). In Depthmap, each layer within the AutoCad drawing can be turned on/off prior to running an analysis. To study overhearing, a visibility graph was used to calculate “metric straight line distance” within rooms. For proximity, a permeability graph was used to calculate the “metric shortest path distance,” so moving around obstacles in the layout. As Depthmap does not work with dyads, an individual analysis was done for each person, generating his or her distances to each colleague in the building separately. This involves selecting the grid square of a person’s workspace in the layout in Depthmap and then letting the program generate the distance to each other grid square inside the building layout. From this individual distances table, the distances to grid squares that represented workspaces of colleagues were copied into SPSS for each dyad that this employee could form with other participants. This was repeated for each participant until the distances between all possible dyads were obtained for the KS behavior analyses. Probes of actual walking distances in the AutoCAD drawings showed that the obtained graph metric distances were accurate approximations.

Spearman’s correlation was used to check correlation between the spatial variables (Table 1) because the distance variables did not have a normal distribution. All variables showed significant correlations with each other, but not all were strong. In this case, collocation and inter-visibility had a very high correlation, $r(9,453) = .953$. Therefore, H2 on seeing each other’s workspace (inter-visibility) was tested only for the dyads sharing a room, as for them it did not correlate much with overhearing, $r(570) = −.259$, and thus was still an interesting additional variable. Overhearing is only relevant within a room, so this was also tested only for these 570 dyads. Overhearing and
proximity for collocated dyads were highly correlated, \( r(570) = .998 \), because there are very few partitions that one has to walk around. Therefore, the hypothesis on proximity was only tested for dyads not sharing a room \( (N = 8,883) \), thus removing correlation with the co-presence measures and reducing issues of spatial auto-correlation. As can be expected, proximity also correlated with working on the same floor or not, \( r(8,883) = -.368 \), and sharing a room, \( r(8,883) = .242 \). However, the correlations were small enough to still test H1, H4, and H5 with these specific variables.

As the spatial variables are dichotomous and the behavioral variables contain multiple response categories, the hypotheses were tested with \( \chi^2 \) tests. To compare the relative effect size of the different spatial variables, this is calculated with Cramer’s \( V \) statistic. Applying Cohen’s rule of thumb to indicate whether effect size is small (.10), medium (.30), or large (.50) is the most popular way to interpret effect size (Thompson, 2008).

For each dyad of participants, the number of KS meetings between them was counted to confirm the relationship between physical distance and the number of KS meetings, before testing the hypotheses on the behavior during these meetings. This sum included meetings as indicated by either one or both of the dyad partners, but duplicates were removed. Table 2 shows a clear trend of a decrease in meetings with an increase in distance for dyads that did share knowledge that week. This trend was also visible when creating this table for all dyads, with the mean number of meetings dropping to zero when dyads worked on different floors. So the data follow the results of previous studies. As frequency of meetings was not the aim of this article, this trend was not analyzed further.

### Results

Obviously, not all dyads share a room (6%). Of the collocated dyads in this case, 91% could see each other (inter-visibility). The straight line distance
between all the dyads in the same room is visible in Figure 2. To form two groups that can be compared in a similar way as the other dichotomous variables, the hearing distance was cut off at the median. As this was 7 m, this seemed a valid split between overhearing and not, considering the STI discussed before. The walking distance between dyads in the building varied from 1.1 m up to 148 m ($M = 61$, $SD = 0.29$; Figure 3), with 11% of the dyads within proximity (30 m). The dichotomous measure “being on the same floor” was about evenly distributed (48% of the dyads worked on the same floor and 52% did not).

During 73% of the meetings, only one KS activity took place. Often knowledge was shared by asking and answering questions (56%), while the other four KS activities only took place during approximately 20% of the meetings. Especially in the event that more than one activity occurred during a meeting, a proposal was often combined with questions (true of 43% of the proposals). But also, the other three activities were often combined with questions during a meeting: 36% of the actions, 32% of the descriptions, and 26% of the evaluations. So although questions can be the only KS activity during a meeting, they are also used often in combination with other KS activities.

**Figure 2.** Straight line distances between dyads sharing a room.
On average, participants spent 45 min of their day involved in unplanned meetings (with a minimum of 1 min/day and a maximum of 6 hr + 38 min/day). Most KS took place during very short meetings of less than 15 min and 78% of the meetings took place at a workspace. Looking at the intentionality, 72% of the meetings took place because somebody intentionally walked over to meet the other person, or they had their workspaces so close that they could talk with each other from behind their desks. Often meetings regarded a shared problem (45%), but there were also not problem-oriented meetings (11%), so this is not a requisite for sharing knowledge.

As there were 855 meetings with two participants, 55 meetings with three participants, and eight meetings with four participants, the final data set contained \((855 \times 2 + 55 \times 3 + 8 \times 4 =)\) 1,907 cases. The behavior during the meetings showed several significant differences between dyads based on their spatial relationships (see Table 3 for frequencies of observed behavior). The way knowledge was shared differed significantly between collocated dyads and dyads from separate rooms although the effect size was small, \(\chi^2(4, N = 2,578) = 11.12, p = .03\), Cramer’s \(V = .07\). Dyads from different rooms were more likely to use questions and used fewer proposals/evaluations.

Figure 3. Walking distances between dyads.
People from different rooms also shared knowledge relatively more often in the hallway, at the coffee machine, and in project areas than collocated dyads, $\chi^2(4, N = 1,902) = 27.58, p < .001$, Cramer’s $V = .12$. Collocated dyads also shared knowledge about shared problems relatively more often, while dyads from different rooms more often shared knowledge to help the other one with their problem, $\chi^2(2, N = 1,899) = 64.61, p < .001$, Cramer’s $V = .17$; Figure 4. Overall, H1 (“Dyads sharing a room [collocation], show different KS behavior than the other dyads”) was confirmed, although the significant relationships had small effect sizes (considering the low Cramer’s $V$ values).

The inter-visibility inside the room showed few differences in behavior. Although dyads sharing a room but not sitting within sight shared relatively more often at the coffee machine, $\chi^2(4, N = 1,412) = 80.84, p < .001$, Cramer’s $V = .24$, three cells had an expected value lower than 5. This is caused by the

### Table 3. Observed Frequencies for KS Behavior During the Meetings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Collocated</th>
<th>Inter-visibility</th>
<th>Overhearing</th>
<th>Proximity</th>
<th>Same floor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>&lt; 7 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descriptions</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>748</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposals</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluations</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workspace</td>
<td>1,129</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>1,107</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet area</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project area</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee machine</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallway</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intentional unscheduled visit</td>
<td>1,016</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiated after coincidental visual contact</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem of one person</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem of both persons</td>
<td>685</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not problem oriented</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Only bold printed comparisons showed significant differences in the $\chi^2$ tests.
KS = knowledge sharing.
small number of dyads that were unable to see each other and the general
tendency to have most meetings at the workspace. So H2 (“Dyads that can
see each other’s workspaces [inter-visibility] show different KS behavior
than the other dyads”) was rejected.

For dyads that could hear one another (sitting within 7 m), not all differ-
ces in behavior were significant. However, dyads sharing a room, but sit-
ting outside hearing distance asked significantly more questions and gave
relatively fewer descriptions although the effect size was small, $\chi^2(4, N =
2,578) = 29.84, p < .001$, Cramer’s $V = .11$; Figure 5. Also, dyads outside
hearing distance more often shared knowledge at the coffee machine, $\chi^2(4, N
= 1,412) = 17.07, p = .002$, Cramer’s $V = .11$. The tests on hearing distance
for differences in intentionality or issues addressed (whose problem it was)
were not significant. H3 (“Dyads sitting within hearing distance [overhear-
ing] show different KS behavior than the other dyads”) was accepted based
on the significant differences for KS activities and locations, but the effect
size again was not very strong.

The position in the building also revealed some differences in behavior,
especially with regard to the location of KS meetings. Dyads not sharing a
room, but sitting within proximity (30 m), shared significantly more knowl-
edge at the workspace, with a medium effect size, $\chi^2(4, N = 490) = 41.50, p <
.001$, Cramer’s $V = .29$. Dyads at longer walking distances shared knowledge

\textbf{Figure 4.} Differences in issues addressed in terms of occupying the same room or
not.
relatively more often in project rooms/laboratories and hallways and less at the workspace (Figure 6). Also, the intentionality of meetings was significantly different, $\chi^2(1, N=485) = 11.87, p < .001$, Cramer’s $V = .16$. Calculating the odds ratio showed that dyads within proximity were two times more likely to have intentional unscheduled visits than those at distances over 30 m. So H4 (“Dyads with a lower walking distance between their workspaces [proximity] show different KS behavior than the other dyads”) was accepted.

Given that only 16 KS meetings took place between dyads not working on the same floor, this created too many cells with values lower than 5 thus rendering $\chi^2$ tests unreliable. The tests of issues addressed and intentionality showed small, but significant relationships. Dyads from different floors shared less knowledge on shared problems, $\chi^2(2, N = 1,899) = 6.28, p = .043$, Cramer’s $V = .06$, and their KS was less intentional, $\chi^2(1, N = 1,891) = 6.35, p = .013$, Cramer’s $V = .06$. Nonetheless H5 (“Dyads with a workspace on the same floor show different KS behavior than the other dyads”) was rejected, because of the small effect sizes and the very small number of meetings between dyads from different floors.

**Figure 5.** Differences in KS activities in terms of hearing distance.  
*Note.* KS = knowledge sharing.
Discussion and Conclusion

The aim of this study was determining the relevance of very local layout metrics with respect to their impacts on specific behaviors during KS meetings. The data gathered about KS behavior from diaries of 138 employees and their spatial relationship with each participating colleague showed that the behavior is particularly different at this very local level within the building. Dyads sharing a room (H1) and particularly the ones with the ability to overhear each other (H3) shared knowledge through different KS activities, confirming both these hypotheses. The close proximity appears to be related to an awareness of each other, which prompted people to give descriptions if this seemed helpful, and to propose solutions and evaluations together. Dyads at greater distances apart had to ask questions on things that might otherwise have been made clear by overhearing/awareness. Berends (2003), who distinguished the five different ways of sharing knowledge used in this study, showed that making proposals and evaluating in particular lead to creation of new knowledge, while the other activities are mainly used to transfer existing

![Figure 6. Differences in KS locations in terms of walking distance. Note. KS = knowledge sharing.](image-url)
knowledge. As new knowledge is vital for creativity and innovation (Nonaka, Toyama, & Konno, 2000), these findings should stimulate innovative organizations to more carefully consider which employees to assign adjacent workspaces in larger rooms. One could think of specific project members that need to be more aware of each other during certain project phases or employees from different departments who have not worked together well enough in the past. Also, the increasing number of organizations with flexible seating in the office will have to consider whether they should develop some kind of workplace-use-policy to stimulate certain employees to collocate.

These findings add to previous studies, that measuring co-presence simply through sharing an open space/room (for dyads) or the number of colleagues in your room (for individuals) does not catch the entire mechanism of layout design. Although collocation matters and could be measured by simply counting the number of people in a room, overhearing further defines behavior and further increases the mean frequency of KS meetings (Table 2). Therefore, by looking specifically at the behavior of dyads, this study provided a closer look at creating awareness of each other in buildings. These new findings partly counter the tendency for organizations nowadays to create larger open areas with many workspaces to increase KS based on existing studies. They imply that especially the dyads in close collocation (overhearing in addition to mere inter-visibility at a larger distance) could have created previous findings of increased KS in large open areas. As overhearing fades outside 5 to 10 m, open areas beyond 8 to 10 workspaces might not meet expectations of increased KS sufficiently. They could possible even create an opposite effect through excessive awareness of others, leading up to concentration loss.

Adding a certain limit of effective room sizes to existing theory is further supported by the finding that the relative number of coincidental meetings versus intentional visits to share knowledge was not significantly different for dyads sharing a room as for dyads from separate rooms, $\chi^2(2, N = 1,891) = 0.54, p = .25$. Thus, existing theory that people collocated in the same room probably share more knowledge because they bump into each other coincidentally more often is also not supported. Collocated employees just as often intentionally look for a specific roommate with whom to share knowledge and did not benefit from increased coincidental encounters. This finding suggests that although interaction frequency has been shown to increase when people are roommates (Markhede & Koch, 2007; Sailer et al., 2007), this increase might only relate to not-work-related talks. In light of the known downfalls of open layouts distracting employees through noise, such an increase might not be so desirable as assumed in such studies. Also, in practice, open layouts are popular to increase communication, where decreased
concentration is seen as a “collateral damage” that is mitigated by providing concentration rooms. Without knowing whether the rise in communication actually increases organizational (innovation) outcome, the decision to design such open work environments might be taken too lightly sometimes.

For those dyads that cannot share a room, proximity (<30 m walking distance) was still associated with differences in behavior, which confirmed existing research as expected. The more detailed measurement of behavior showed that dyads in this group might not differ in the KS activities that they used, but they did more often intentionally walk over to each other. It would be interesting to know if the existing need for KS of dyads at larger distances at that time was fulfilled otherwise (via email/phone call) or left unfulfilled. But even then, the sharing of tacit knowledge would have been harder as this is best when supported by motions and gestures in face-to-face meetings (Coradi et al., 2015). As sharing tacit knowledge specifically increases innovation quality (Wang & Wang, 2012), this decreased intentionality of visits could hurt the innovation process. Organizations could try to promote walking over to colleagues at larger distances, to spread tacit knowledge further into the building.

Details on the locations where knowledge was shared showed that in general the collocated dyads used meeting areas for unplanned meetings. This suggests that they moved to a meeting area if the workspace was too disturbing or unsuitable for the unplanned meeting. But although meeting areas thus appear to support dyads when they want to have a meeting, it remains unclear how a possible effect can be optimized by design of these places. The other locations (hallways, coffee machines) were mainly used to share knowledge by dyads whose workspaces were at larger distances. But in general there were very few work-related meetings at these locations, so this might contribute little to the innovation process.

H2 (inter-visibility) and H5 (same floor) were rejected, as the specific behavior of the participants made it impossible to perform proper statistical tests (e.g., little variation in a variable). The effect sizes of the three accepted hypotheses varied from .06 to .29, which are at best considered to be moderately strong. However, other quantitative studies on correlations of spatial layout with frequency of communication have also found low values (e.g., Toker & Gray, 2008, with r-values between .30 and .54; Wineman & Adhya, 2007, with r-values between .12 and .17). The correlations of these types of analyses cannot be expected to be as high as one finds in positivistic experiments trying to explain the exact effect of one metric on another. As Kabo et al. (2015) put it, “Spatial effects are probabilistic and contingent rather than deterministic and universal” (p. 59). Spatial design is a supportive resource and it cannot be expected to be responsible on its own for a high
variance in KS behavior. But the significant differences have shown that CRE managers and the planners, designers, and others who work with them can support and improve the primary process of their client organization, which is after all their main task. A recent study (Gibler & Lindholm, 2012) showed that until now, CRE managers trying to align with corporate innovation strategies are focusing more on technology support than on workspace design. The findings here provide them with broader possibilities to make a difference. The spatial variables can be taken up in the instructions, and later used to compare alternatives, using the actual layout drawings from an architect. As Sailer et al. (2007) stated, this detailed knowledge may provide architects the opportunity to design solutions that better match with the clients’ needs, and provides CRE managers with solid and comprehensible evidence to back up their budget discussions with general management. This is true not only at the beginning of the design phase for new buildings but also during later postoccupancy evaluations that might lead to new interventions. The findings could also help office building managers in attracting and retaining tenants, by providing them with a more supportive office to rent when they do not want to own their real estate.

**Limitations and Recommendations**

A limitation of this study is that it was performed with only the research and development personnel of one production-focused organization. It needs to be repeated in more similar types of organizations to find out if the results are generalizable or perhaps industry-specific, and with other types of employees to find out if behavior during cross-functional KS meetings is similar. As service organizations also need to innovate (Adegoke, 2007), further research is needed to find out whether their employees show similar behavior and thus would need a similar or different spatial environment.

Further research on inter-visibility and its relationship with KS behavior is necessary, especially as open layouts are increasingly popular in both offices and research buildings. As Hua et al. (2011) showed, a vast open floor plan with high visibility does not necessarily increase the perception of support for collaboration among the employees themselves. Although open offices increase the frequency of interactions, the effect of visibility on more detailed KS behaviors remains unclear. Besides that, more research is necessary on the disadvantages of open layouts for organizational innovation. As Berends et al. (2011) stated, unrestrained KS can create cognitive overload for individuals. For innovation to take place, effective collaboration needs both KS and the possibility to focus (Heerwagen et al., 2004; Hua et al., 2011). Coradi et al. (2015) showed that workspace design became more important as an
enabler when individuals required more balance between both activities. Koch and Steen (2012) added the need to distinguish the effect of interruptions on focused work on long and short questions. The activity/tasks might determine which spatial variables are best suited to improve support of KS behavior. And also the stage of these activities within the research and development process could require different spatial solutions (Coradi et al., 2015). Besides the tasks and ability to focus, innovation also needs individual-level creativity. Creative thought processes are influenced by the physical environment as well (Dul & Ceylan, 2006; Martens, 2011; Van de Sande, 2012). More holistic as well as more detailed research on this would provide additional knowledge on KS behavior in spatial settings.

The size of the shared rooms was not taken up in the analyses, but H3 on overhearing showed that distance in a room does relate to actual KS behavior. As most of the participants were located in larger open areas, the findings are valid for large open areas but do not provide much insight yet in KS behavior in very small rooms. This needs further research. Other methods of measuring behavior (e.g., observation, activity tracking) could provide even more detail on KS behavior. With regard to measuring space, this study was just one of the few attempts to more accurately capture the spatial relationship between dyads. Researchers are currently constructing and testing many new spatial variables (like zone overlap; see Kabo et al., 2015) and other relevant influences (like water coolers as attractors; see Sailer, 2007). Further research comparing and testing such spatial variables in different building typologies will have to demonstrate which variables better predict collaborative behavior. When such variables are not so complicated as to be applicable to practice, they would provide CRE managers with a powerful tool to add strategic value for their clients and the end users of the buildings they manage.
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Note
1. See, for example, results of an early phase (Appel-Meulenbroek, 2010), where space syntax–related isovist measures (e.g., compactness, occlusivity) were correlated with individual behavior.
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